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This best-selling cookbook is now available in paperback! It includes more than 150 easy-to-follow

recipes, plus chapters on Romanian Jewish recipes and Romanian wines, and a bilingual index.
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Somehow, everyone in Romania seems to believe that their heaviest food is also the tastiest. In

Romanian restaurants both in Romania and accross the US, in cookbooks -- all I'm finding are the

stuffed grape or cabbage leaves, the pork products, the mamaliga. What happened to all those

seasonal (in Romania) meals centered around the great vegetables that abound in Spring, stuff that

a family would actually eat everyday at home? The light and flavorful zuchinni with yoghurt, the

spinach puree, all the many ways to prepare mushrooms, celery roots, even the lowly potatoe? The

great sour soups that wake one up with their taste? What about some of the staples, like bors (not

to be confused with Russiona borscht), the sour grain vinegar that is so good in those soups? Or all

the pickled vegetables that spice up ones winter meal? Also, there are all the holiday preparations,

such as a stuffed goose, duck on sourkraut, and, for the kids, the "sweet bites", sort of like a

gingerbread cracker, but thicker and with a soft, molasse-like consistency (turta dulce for those of

you out there who know :-)...I'm not a great Romanian cook myself and I bought this book hoping to

fill in some of my childhood favorites. It does do a good job of the recipes it presents. I handed the

stuffed grape leaves recipe to the chef in charge at my wedding and it ended up being a favorite

with my (mostly non-Romanian) guests!The other complain I have is that some of the ingredients

have been "adapted" to suit most American supermarkets. I won't complain about getting some of

the fat out (although most of it stayed...) but what about the tarragon, the lovage, dill --they're all



available here, with a bit of effort.
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